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I. INTRODUCTION

Two trends suggest that one-sided message network con-
tention is poised to become a cause of concern for scientific
application developers. First, there is an increased interest in
one-sided messages motivated by Global Address Space (GAS)
programming models such as Unified Parallel C (UPC) [1],
Co-Array Fortran (CAF) [2], [3], Global Arrays [4], and
Chapel [5]. The GAS programming model provides a global
shared address space abstraction along with ‘memory op-
erations’ — such as load, store, and atomic increment —
for distributed data structures. GAS programming models
use one-sided messages for performance: such messages are
readily implemented atop the Remote Direct Memory Access
(RDMA) hardware of modern interconnects [6], [7]. However,
RDMA operations must be used carefully because network
interconnect latency is 1–2 orders of magnitude larger than a
typical local memory access. Even worse, network contention
can increase that latency by integer factors. Second, there
is a growing ratio of hardware threads to network injection
bandwidth [8]. When more than one hardware thread initiates
a message at the same time, the messages may contend for
network resources.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to reason about network con-
tention and one-sided messages. One of the attractions of
one-sided programming models is that they enable more
asynchronous applications, a trait that is already influencing
scientific applications [9], [10]. The asynchrony can makes
it difficult to reason about when and where contention oc-
curs. Because asynchronous tasks avoid bursts of commu-
nication during synchronization, they have the potential to
lower network contention by avoiding demand spikes for
network resources. However, asynchronous tasks can also lead
to hot spots ‘reading’ or ‘storing’ remote data where network
contention becomes severe.

This poster presents a portable tool for diagnosing the
causes and severity of one-sided message contention.

II. CONTRIBUTIONS

Our work makes the following contributions.

First, we characterize contention in NWChem [11], a
production computational chemistry application with a highly
asynchronous computation structure. We show results for the
Carbon 240 benchmark from the MSC Benchmark 2.0 [12]
with some modified parameters. This benchmark reflects an
important computational work load from the Environmental
Molecular Science Laboratory. The benchmark is designed to
use strong scaling to obtain a solution as fast as possible.

The graphs in the top-right quadrant characterize the bench-
marks’s (a) runtime, (b) blocked synchronization time (tsync),
(c) blocked one-sided message time (tblocked), and (d) extra
message time from contention (tcontention) for three machines:
PIC, a cluster using QDR InfiniBand (oversubscribed fat tree,
static routing); Eos, a Cray XC30 (Cray Aries, dragonfly topol-
ogy, adaptive routing), and Mira, an IBM Blue Gene/Q (5D
torus, zone-adaptive routing). Since the task size in the Carbon
240 benchmark can affect contention, we also show results
(when interesting) for two different task sizes. The ‘Runtime’
graphs show that for each machine, the benchmark hits the
point at which strong scaling ends. Our tool’s measurement
overhead ranged from 1–5%.

Depending on the platform, the source of blocking time
changes. Consider the tsync and tblocked graphs, which show the
time the benchmark spends blocked for collective synchroniza-
tion and one-sided messaging, respectively, as a percentage of
runtime. On PIC, tsync remains low but tblocked scales poorly.
On Eos, tsync grows surprisingly large; and the behavior of
tblocked depends radically on the task size. As on PIC, on Eos
tblocked grows for the small task size (42). Unlike PIC, on Eos
tblocked is a relatively minor problem for the large task size
(54). On Mira, in contrast to Eos and PIC, tblocked remains
small for even the small task size (42).

Contention changes substantially with task size, intercon-
nect, and data layout. Frequently, tcontention closely corresponds
to tblocked. The tcontention graphs show the time one-sided mes-
sages spend contending for network resources as a percentage
of runtime. When the benchmark blocks waiting for contended
messages, the extra time due to contention accounts for sig-
nificant portions of runtime — as much as 65%. However,
this contention does not always lead to slowdowns. The Eos
and Mira graphs show that contention suddenly spikes at 256
and 1024 nodes, respectively. The graphs also show contention
suddenly changes from being at messages’ targets to their
initiators. It turns out that this initiator contention is not a
problem because it derives from an algorithm that uses double
buffering and is therefore mostly hidden.

The reason tsync grows on Eos and Mira is that two non-
scalable algorithms (with load imbalance) become important
in the context of otherwise good scaling behavior. Explaining
the dip on Eos at 256 nodes requires out-of-scope details.

Second, our techniques pinpoint and quantify network
contention. The bottom-right quadrant of the poster summa-
rizes the challenges of detecting and quantifying network
contention, which is not an easy problem.



Our work is based on two observations. First, unlike
two-sided messages, it is possible to reason about network
contention without considering synchronization. Second, we
distinguish between contention within a network and at its
boundaries and focus on the latter. We define network con-
tention as contention for a NIC’s in or out links and network
congestion to be contention for forward-links within a network.
Several considerations (beyond the scope of this poster) sug-
gest that network contention is a good proxy for identifying
the effects of contention in general. Furthermore, we can show
that when message delivery time deviates from an ideal model,
there are nearly always other messages contending for the same
network links.

To detect that a message is being affected by network
contention, we maintain statistics representing instantaneous
(non-local) network resource demand. For low overhead and
portability, we maintain network demand by sampling mes-
sages and exploiting common RDMA hardware features. To
estimate the severity of contention on message latency, we
use lightweight in situ modeling and analysis. We identify the
portion of a message’s latency that is due to contention and
whether that contention is at the message initiator or target. We
pinpoint the sources of contention by attributing these metrics
to program statements in their full static and dynamic context.
The results pinpoint the sources of contention, classify its
type (initiator/target) and estimate its severity. This information
shows when and where contention is a problem and by how
much. Our contention metric is a good indicator of how
much better an application would perform if contention were
eliminated.

Finally, we diagnose and correct network contention in the
Carbon 240 benchmark. Consider the screenshot in the lower
left quadrant of the poster. This screenshot shows that at 64
nodes on PIC, 100% of contention — 65% of the runtime — is
due to a get operation reading data The get’s derive from three
different call sites and three sets of distributed (global) arrays.
Since the contention is due to a dynamically moving hot-
spot reading data, we hypothesized that using a block-cyclic
distribution for the relevant distributed arrays would reduce get
contention. The PIC graphs labeled ‘blk-cyc’ demonstrate that
a block-cyclic distribution can reduce total runtime by up to
20% on PIC. The reason is that the block-cyclic distribution
reduces contention by about 50%. We believe it is possible
to obtain further gains, but limitations in our Global Arrays
implementation prevent us from using the optimal block size
for block-cyclic distributions.

III. DISCUSSION

We know of no application tools that diagnose network
contention. There has been substantial work understanding
contention during two-sided collectives, but that is inapplicable
to point-to-point messages. There has been substantial work
understanding the latency of two-sided messages, but that work
rarely focuses on contention and is inapplicable to one-sided
messages. Most prior work on one-sided contention falls into
three categories. Queuing-based analytical models such as the
LoGPC [13] require a user to supply key parameters such as
message injection rates. With a tool, one could measure such
parameters and refine the models. Simulations offer insight,
but require substantial computing resources [14], [15]. There

are a few tools that use back pressure to report contention,
but they are system-oriented and hardware-specific [14], [16],
[17]. We are aware of no tools that offer application-oriented
and measurement-based insight into the problem of one-sided
message contention.
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